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Shared environment intersection treatment 
Summary: Audience: 

This technical direction provides the key concepts for 
implementing shared environment intersection treatments. 

• Transport for NSW officers 
• Local government officers 
• Consultant traffic engineers and designers  

Introduction 
Shared environment intersection treatments have been developed as a way of improving amenity for 
pedestrians and bicycle riders where bi-directional bicycle paths cross low volume side streets. They may 
be used in locations where a six metre setback is not possible. The treatment is designed as a four-way 
give way to promote caution among all road users when they encounter the treatment. Research indicates 
that, when used as intended, shared environment intersection treatments do not pose an unacceptable 
safety risk to road users. 

Context 
Purpose built bicycle crossings across side streets are generally provided by bent-out or bent-in treatments, 
or a straight treatment in conjunction with a left turn bay (refer to figures 9.2, 9.3 and 9.5 in the Austroads 
Guide to Road Design Part 4).  
The shared environment intersection treatment combines elements of the bent-out and straight crossings 
but without the minimum six metre setback. Without the buffer provided by the setback, there is a 
heightened risk of collision between bicycles on the bicycle path and vehicles entering or exiting the side 
street, so absolute bicycle priority at these intersections is not considered the safest option. To reduce the 
risk, all vehicles are required to give way when entering the intersection, ie the treatment operates as a 
four-way give way.  
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Key concepts 
Feature Description 

Measured vehicle 
flow per hour 

Typically no more than 30 vehicles per hour entering or exiting the side street being treated. 
There should be few, if any, heavy vehicles frequenting the intersection and no public buses. 
Measured vehicle flows apply for three periods of one hour in any day, captured during the 
busiest traffic flows that occur at that location.  

Where shared environment treatments are installed adjacent to continuous footpaths, the 
measured vehicle flow per hour is still typically no more than 30 vehicles per hour. 

Contrast paving Used to differentiate the intersection from adjacent road and footpath areas and highlight that 
the area is different from normal intersections. 

Give way line 
marking 

Installed on all vehicular approaches, ie road and bicycle path, to create a four-way give way 
operation. This is intended to help slow all vehicles through the intersection and reduce the risk 
of collision. Where non-compliance is a concern, give way signs or pavement markings may also 
be installed to reinforce the message. Refer to the Traffic Signs Register for signs used in NSW. 

Approach ramps The approach ramps should be suitably designed for vertical clearance requirements. However 
a gradient of 1:6 is recommended to help reduce vehicle speeds across the treatment.  

Kerb extensions Kerb extensions are recommended where possible to create a buffer between the bicycle path 
and the parallel road. 

Continuous 
footpath treatment 

Where continuous footpath treatments are installed there should be no gradient difference 
between the footpath and the contrast paving area.  

Bollards Bollards may be required to help guide vehicles across the treatment and prevent encroachment 
into pedestrian areas. 

Motor vehicle 
movements 

Wherever possible, motor vehicle movements through the side streets should be restricted to 
one way. This will help to simplify traffic movements and reduce safety risks. 

Sight distances 
Adequate sight distances must be maintained to ensure visibility between path users and drivers 
approaching the intersection, including good illumination at night. Refer to Austroads Guide to 
Road Design Parts 3 and 4A, and TTD 2014/005. 

Intersection width 
The width of the side street at the intersection should be narrowed as much as possible, taking 
into account swept path requirements. This will help to slow vehicle movements, reduce the 
crossing width for pedestrians and bicycle riders and reduce safety risks. 

Threshold to 
shared zone 

The shared environment intersection treatment is not typically installed as a shared zone 
primarily because the level of signage and line markings required are out of proportion to the 
size of the treatment. However, the treatment may be used as a threshold to a shared zone, in 
which case shared zone signs and line markings must be installed.  
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Untreated local road cross 
street or T-intersection 

Shared environment  
intersection treatment A  B 

Shared environment treatment 
with continuous footpath 

  
Figure 1. Key concepts for converting an untreated intersection to a shared environment intersection treatment. Option A illustrates 
the whole side street intersection converted to a shared environment treatment. Option B illustrates a side street intersection 
converted to a combination of shared environment and continuous footpath treatments. 
Note: Drawings not to scale, concept only and not intended to show all traffic management and road design details. 
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Figure 2. Example of a shared environment intersection treatment, Boronia Street, Surry Hills. 

Operating framework 
Despite their appearance, shared environment intersection treatments are not a road related area. This 
means road rule 741 applies to pedestrians and bicycle riders crossing the side street; rule 722 or 733 
applies to vehicles turning into the side street.  
To help overcome the restrictions of road rule 74 and improve amenity for pedestrians and bicycle riders, 
give way line markings are installed for vehicles approaching the treatment from either direction, ie entering 
or exiting the side street. Because of the design of the treatment, the fact that bicycles must also give way 
may not be obvious so give way line markings must be installed on the approaching bicycle paths. 
Where relevant design criteria can be met, pedestrian and bicycle priority can be strengthened by installing 
a continuous footpath treatment in conjunction with the shared environment intersection treatment. 
Continuous footpath treatments are road related areas, so rules 74 and 754 will apply variously as vehicles 
move from one side of the continuous footpath treatment to the other; rule 74 still applies to bicycle riders 
crossing the side street because they are not travelling on the continuous footpath treatment. 
For consistency, both of these treatment options must be line marked as four-way give way intersections on 
road and bicycle path approaches. Refer to Figure 1 for conceptual diagrams. 

                                                
 
1 Rule 74 – Giving way when entering a road from a road related area or adjacent land. 
2 Rule 72 – Giving way at an intersection (except a T-intersection or roundabout). 
3 Rule 73 – Giving way at a T-intersection. 
4 Rule 75 – Giving way when entering a road related area or adjacent land from a road. 
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A note on bi-directional bicycle paths 
Bi-directional bicycle paths are typically installed in areas where road and footpath space is constrained, off 
street parking is limited and there is a high demand for on street parking but where protected bicycle 
facilities are desirable. While they may be an adequate compromise in these environments, they can pose 
problems at driveways, intersections and traffic signals, and the speed and efficiency of the bicycle rider’s 
journey will be affected.  
Wherever possible, one-way paired bicycle facilities should be installed, ie bicycle lanes or paths provided 
on both sides of the road and bicycles travel in the same direction as the adjacent travel lane. This may be 
achieved by reallocating road space and implementing local area traffic management schemes, for 
example removing parking to create space for bicycle facilities, converting streets to one way traffic, 
creating one-lane slow points, etc. One-way paired facilities significantly simplify bicycle movements, 
particularly through intersections, and will provide a better level of service for bicycle riders.  
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Contact Us: 
If you have any questions or would like more 
information on this document please contact  
Transport for NSW:   

 roads-maritime.transport.nsw.gov.au 
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13 22 13 

 
Customer feedback 
Locked Bag 928, 
North Sydney NSW 2059 

 

If you need help understanding this 
information, please contact the 
Translating and Interpreting Service 
on 131 450 and ask them to call us 
on 1800 131 782 
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